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Aquila is an animal character that I made up. She is an eagle who soars silently over 

Snowpine forest where she lives. The chicks are usually sunset or dawn coloured. 

And the eggs are green with speckles on. 

 

She is a brilliant purple with glowing blue swirls all over her huge structure. Up in 

the tallest tree in Snowpine forest, lies Aquila’s nest with her luminescent, green 

speckled eggs nearly ready to hatch. Then one of her eggs fell out of the nest and 

into a fox’s den! She was as fast as a cheetah, diving to the forest floor. As she 

landed, the mother came out. “I believe this chick is yours?’’ She asked stiffly and 

rudely nudging a small dawn coloured bird out of the den. “Thank you!’’ Aquila 

cried, sweeping it up in her wings. “But,’’ the fox concluded, “you have to find some 

fish for me because I have cubs to feed but hunters have prevented me from coming 

out of my den’’ she finished looking guiltily down at her paws.  

“Of course I’ll look for some fish for you,’’ Aquila said kindly. And with that, she took 

off into the sky looking for Mossfoot, the river, with so many fish that Aquila 

thought it might explode that there was so many of them. Then she spotted it, 

gently flowing under the log bridge that Castoro the beaver father had placed so 

everyone could get across. Aquila dived and caught the biggest fishes that she could 

see. And when she got back to Volpe the fox mother’s den, she dropped the fish at 

Volpe’s paws. “Thank you Aquila!’’ She said jumping up in the air. Here’s your chick 

back! “Bye Volpe!’’ Shouted Aquila. “See you tomorrow!’’ Shouted Volpe back as 

Aquila rose up into the air. She had learnt today that sometimes an act of kindness 

can make the best of friends. She had a huge surprise when she got back to her nest, 

all her eggs had hatched and her chicks were running around the nest playfully 

emitting high pitched squeaking noises. Aquila smiled as they ran up to her 

wrapping their fluffy wings round her waist. 

The end 


